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Welcome to the first EXCITE for 2021!
This year we have seen the return of CIT
Students to all campuses after last year’s
COVID shut down, and we are so happy to
have you all back. It is wonderful to see
the campuses buzzing with activity and
it almost feels, dare I say it... like a new
normal.
One of our core services for CIT are Student
Feedback Forums, where CITSA staff visit
classes and survey students to get a sense
of how everyone is feeling about their CIT
experience. We conduct the Forums in
weeks 4 to 6, so if students are experiencing
any issues, we can solve them or at least
flag them with CIT for immediate attention.
This semester, we were able to survey
a record 1700 students across all CIT
locations. The information that we recieved
from the Student Feedback Forums has
already allowed CITSA to arrange for
facilities to be repaired. We were also able
to help students with their Centrelink
issues and have assisted students who
have come to see us privately to better
manage relationships with their teachers.
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The data from this information is provided
anonymously to CIT and reviewed by CITSA,
so that we can recommend further changes
to positively enhance students’ experiences.
However – you don’t need to wait until we
come into your classroom to tell us about
any issues you are experiencing! You can
contact us anytime, confidentially, either via
email at citsa@cit.edu.au or phone us on
6207 3600. If you want to speak to someone
face-to-face, find a friendly Student
Assistance Officer (SAO) at Reid, Bruce and
Fyshwick campuses. Remember, CITSA
advocates for all students!

ANDREW SCOTFORD
GENERAL MANAGER, CITSA
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SEMESTER SPOTLIGHTS

MOTHER’S DAY 09 May
Mother’s Day is a celebration honoring the mother of
the family, as well as motherhood, maternal bonds, and
the influence of mothers in society.
SHAG WEEK 10 May
Sexual Health and Guidance Week at CIT

STRESS LESS WEEK 01 June
Trying to help you Stress Less at CIT during exam times.
QUEENS BIRTHDAY PUBLIC HOLIDAY 14 June
The Queen has a lot of birthdays. In England it’s
traditional for the monarch to have two – the actual
date and then another one for everyone to party. Then
throughout the Commonwealth, each country decides
which day to celebrate Lizzie’s special day.

ANZAC DAY 25 April
Anzac Day is one of Australia’s most important national
occasions. It marks the anniversary of the first major
military action fought by Australian and New Zealand
forces during the First World War, the landing on
Gallipoli on 25 April 1915. It’s a day of contemplation,
remembrance and gratitude.

CULTURAL DIVERSITY DAY 21 May
World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and
Development 2021
NATIONAL SORRY DAY 26 May
National Sorry Day, or the National Day of Healing, is
an annual event that has been held in Australia on 26
May since 1998, to remember and commemorate the
mistreatment of the country’s Indigenous peoples, as
part of an ongoing process of reconciliation between
the Indigenous peoples and the settler population.

WORLD REFUGEE DAY 26 June
World Refugee Day honors the strength and courage of
refugees and encourages public awareness and support
for people who have had to flee their homelands due to
conflict or natural disaster.

EXCITE

MAY

EASTER! 02 to 05 April
Easter is an ancient festival and holiday that is a
combination of pagan and Christian stories. In Christian
terms, it commemorates the resurrection of Jesus from
the dead, and in pagan, pre-Christian lore, it celebrates

Spring and new life (in the Northern Hemisphere, this
time of year is the start of Spring). This sort of explains
the Easter eggs and bunnies. Go forth and eat chocolate
and hot cross buns!

JUNE

WORLD AUTISM AWARENESS DAY 02 April
World Autism Awareness Day is an internationally
recognized day encouraging Member States of the
United Nations to raise awareness about people with
autistic spectrum disorders (including autism and
Asperger syndrome) throughout the world.

APRIL

What is happening this upcoming term? Glad you asked!
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TRAVEL SMART

with MyWay

Save money with MyWay –
it’s the cheapest way
to travel on public
transport in Canberra.
For student fares visit
transport.act.gov.au

For COVID-19 related travel
updates visit our website.

INSTA LOVE
FIND THE BEST FOOD, RECIPES AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN CANBERRA ON INSTAGRAM
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1 @JODYSDIARY

2 @CHARINYA_KITCHEN

3 @EXPERIENCE.EATS

4 @SOFRANKSOCIAL

5 @CANBERRAFOOD

6 @THEFOODANDWINEMARSHALL

7 @THEJUGERNAUTS.CBR

8 @PHOTOBEFOREWEEAT

9 @EATCANBERRA

61.7k followers
Follow for great Canberra food
giveaways.

7.2k followers
Your guide to great food and events
in the Canberra Region.

6.4k followers
An unstoppable food and venue
guide from cuisine explorers.

192k followers
Thai home cooking with simple
recipes to try at home.

12.3k followers
Constantly eating and looking – and
discovering – food in Canberra!

3.8k followers
Food photography and writing that
will make your tummy rumble.

28.7k followers
They eat, they travel, they take
awesome pictures.

4.4k followers
Covering wine events across the
Canberra Region.

19.1k followers
Your online guide to eating, drinking
things to do in the Canberra region.

EXCITE
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PROFILE : SURIYA BOONPOK (WITH IVAN HINTON-TEOH)
COURSE: CERT 4 COMMUNITY SERVICE

CIT International Student SURIYA BOONPOK tells us
what it means to be an International Student in Australia
and the challenges he faces to complete his studies.
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Suddenly it’s 2021 and I still can’t believe
how much life has changed in just a few
years. While COVID has impacted all of
our lives recently, for me, monumental
change began in 2019.
I was living the island life in Phuket,
having reached the career limits with my
employer far too early, still wanting more
and wondering how I would be able to
reach my goals.
After finishing high school in Thailand’s
north eastern province of Surin, I worked
my way through a Bachelor of Arts
(Aviation Industry) at a private university
with the aim of becoming a member
of a flight crew and hopes of exploring
the world. My family wasn’t wealthy,
so I knew I would have to work hard
to achieve my dreams of international
adventure and experience.

While I didn’t realise it at the time, life
was about to change dramatically after
an accidental meeting with some lovely
Australians on a tour I enjoyed on one of
my days off.
In the following days I showed my new
friends around Phuket. They reciprocated
by inviting me to visit them one day in
Australia. While it was tough getting a
visa, with their help, months later I found
myself flying outside of Asia for the very
first time.
Because the first visa I was granted was
hard to obtain and only permitted a
single entry, my first visit could just as
easily been my last.
Worried that I may have just one
opportunity to see his country, with only
10 days of leave, my friend took me on
a whirlwind tour.

My university degree helped me get a job
working for a ground support company,
providing services to Australia’s Jetstar and
other airlines at Phuket airport.
While island life was idyllic, the job
wasn’t glamorous and it wasn’t the
stepping stone to flight crew that I hoped
it would be.
But the job did give me the opportunity
to travel inexpensively to other parts of
Asia, which was sensational. My team
became my family and I loved working
with them every day and socialising with
them every night. But it wasn’t where I
wanted to be.
On my own, I struggled to improve my
English to meet the proficiency that
airlines expected of their staff.

EXCITE
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On my first night in Australia I found
myself camping on an island in the
middle of Sydney Harbour. The next day
I hugged a koala, saw the Three Sisters
8
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and explored Jenolan Caves. The third
and fourth days I had my first glimpse
of Canberra before heading up to
Kosciuszko to see snow for the very first

time. Then we were back to Canberra
briefly before heading to Huskisson to
go whale watching. Before catching my
breath I was back at Sydney International
Airport, flying home.
It was the best advertisement for what
Australian adventures could await me if I
was able to return.
Fortunately, I was able to get a second
holiday visa and my Australian friends
extended an invitation to come and
experience Canberra and tag along on
their adventures.
It was during this time that I fell in love
with the life that is available in Australia,
especially in Canberra. Life is good here
and the opportunities to improve myself,
that weren’t available to me in Thailand,
are accessible here.
With the help of my friends I enrolled
at CIT to improve my English. Initially,
this was to help me get the skills to join a
flight crew.
Suddenly COVID hit and employment
opportunities in aviation changed for
a generation.
My friends in Phuket, and those I had
studied aviation with, were furloughed
or made redundant. The company that I
worked for no longer exists. Some of my
friends are currently making things to sell
at local markets.
That could have been me and I needed to
change direction.
I reflected on my current skills and my
natural abilities and considered alternative
careers. I explored what I could learn
here that could benefit Thailand when I
eventually go home.

When I first moved to Canberra I joined
the local PFLAG community which
supports LGBTIQ people and their
families. I discovered that there are a
lot of services and skilled workers to
support LGBTIQ people here that don’t
exist in Thailand.
This inspired me to enrol in Community
Service with a hope of developing
knowledge to empower and support my
community at home.
What I didn’t expect was how my early
skills and my ongoing training would
make me so employable. Within weeks
of beginning my course I was employed
to provide support services to Australians
enrolled in the NDIS.
In Thailand we don’t have anything
like the NDIS. It’s amazing. I am
helping people with moderate to
severe disabilities maintain control and
independence in their lives. In some
cases, I’m supporting people who just
need a little help while they focus on
improving the lives of others.
It is remarkable and a joy.
I don’t know what life has in store for
the next three years, partly because three
years ago I couldn’t have imagined the
life I lead today. But what I have learned
is to embrace change and be open to
opportunity. I’m now in a wonderful
community, informally “adopted” into a
great Australian family, exploring what
life has to offer. While we continue
to face challenges globally, I am very
grateful and excited to be waking up
every day in Canberra.

EXCITE
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CIT ARTIST PROFILE : GIRISH TORASKAR
I was a professional architect with nearly
50 years experience, with a passion for
art. My background is reflected in my
art work, with respect to mark making,
perspective and composition. I have been
drawing and painting since childhood
and took up painting with water colours
since year 3 in school. Architecture
exposed me to different aspects of arts,
though painting is my forte, especially
watercolours which I mostly do plein air
(painting outside).
My works are a direct result of the effect
the environment I am placed in has

on me, at a given time. I use different
materials and mediums to convey my
thoughts and feelings, and am currently
experimenting with three-dimensional
works using painting, sculpture and
architecture to create an optical illusion of
motion and depth. This experimentation
is inspired by my exposure to
contemporary art research at CIT where
I’m learning sculpture, installation and
printmaking.
112 days (below) is my first experimental
work, attempting to fuse my architectural
skills and art to create an illusion of three

GIRISH STANDING BY HIS ARTWORK
112 DAYS THAT WAS PART OF THE
CIT VISUAL ARTS END OF YEAR EXHIBITION.
10 EXCITE

GIRISH TORASKAR The Real Angels, acrylic on canvas, 2020

dimensions, using the new skills I have
learnt and knowledge gained in Visual
Arts at CIT
The work was prompted by the second
wave of COVID-19 in Victoria,
particularly the strict lockdown in
Melbourne which not only affected
individual residents but also the state and

The irony (following page) is my latest
work which shows the reflection of
the big canopy at the National Gallery
of Australia with a crowd of people,
oblivious to social distancing, standing in
a dry area with apparently no roof.
I have suggested myself, standing far away
from the crowd, under an umbrella with

CREATING IS MY PASSION
the whole of Australia – which until then
had nearly straightened the ‘curve’.

the droplets from my umbrella in the
foreground.

The Real Angels (above) is a tribute to
healthcare workers who highly stressed
in these current high-risk pandemic
conditions, bravely caring for COVID-19
patients with scarce resources and no cure
in sight.

Creating is my passion, and I find the
whole process exhilarating and exciting.
Through my works I want to connect
emotionally with my audience.
My artwork communicates the effect the
current pandemic has had on me.
EXCITE 11
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GIRISH TORASKAR The irony, watercolour, 2020

RED LENTIL AND PUMPKIN SOUP
WINTER IN CANBERRA. THERE’S NOTHING FOR IT BUT A NICE POT OF HEARTY, HEALTHY
SOUP. IT WARMS YOU INSIDE AND OUT, AND EVEN BETTER, YOU CAN MAKE A BIG BATCH
AND FREEZE IT IN PORTIONS SO FUTURE YOU WILL THANK PAST YOU FOR YOU EFFORTS.

RED LENTIL
AND PUMPKIN SOUP

SERVES

4

INGREDIENTS
2 tsps olive oil

!!! Freebie Alert !!!
If this style of vegetarian meal
really floats your boat, email us
at citsa@cit.edu.au to receive
another recipe, for free!

Photo: Alesia Kozik from Pexels

1 brown onion, finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, crushed
1 tsp finely grated fresh ginger
2 tsps curry powder
1kg butternut pumpkin, peeled, deseeded and cut into
1cm pieces
175g (3/4 cup) red lentils, rinsed
1.25 litres (5 cups) water
1 Massel vegetable stock cube
90g (1/3 cup) low-fat natural yoghurt
Fresh coriander leaves, cashews, to serve
METHOD
Heat a large saucepan over medium-low heat. Add
olive oil, then onion. Cook for 5 minutes or until soft.
Add the garlic, ginger and curry powder and cook,
stirring, for 1 minute or until aromatic.
Add the pumpkin, lentils, water and stock cube. Bring
to the boil. Reduce heat to low.
Simmer, partially covered, for 15-20 minutes or until
the pumpkin and lentils are soft. Set aside to cool.
Ladle half the lentil mixture into the jug of a blender
and blend until smooth. Transfer to a clean saucepan.
Repeat with the remaining lentil mixture.
Place the soup over medium heat and cook, stirring,
for 3 minutes or until heated through. Season with
pepper. Ladle into serving bowls and top with yoghurt,
coriander and cashews.
EXCITE 13

I’M NOT AN ‘ENTREPRENEUR’ – I JUST
HAVE A COOL IDEA
WRITTEN BY JOSHUA CROUTHAMEL
When I explain to friends what we do at
the Canberra Innovation Network, I fall
back on a cliché – “You know that show
‘Shark Tank’? (I’ve never seen it, but…)
you pitch your great idea to some big-wig
investors from around the country who
know the business-side of things, and
then they give you money, and then you
grow your business, franchise it across the
globe, someone will buy you out, and you
retire at 23.”
And although it sounds a bit unhinged, it
isn’t too far from the truth.
Canberra Innovation Network, in
close partnership with CIT, exists as a
collaboration touchpoint for the ideamakers and dream-funders, experts in
government grants and innovationleaders. It facilitates the next-step
refinement that takes an idea you work
on in your mum’s garage or share-house
loungeroom or local café with free Wi-Fi
to the next level – through a network of
refiners and re-definers.

In a few short months at the Canberra
Innovation Network, I’ve seen local
tinkerers become global thinker-ers with
ideas such as non-alcoholic cocktails
and supercomputer conductors. Ideas
can germinate to become startups, then
grow in a greenhouse of programs and
workshops to bloom, with roots and
nurturing mentors right here in Canberra.
That’s what we are. That’s what we do.
So … growing something good?
Interested in seeing an innovative change
you came up with in the shower affecting
the world around you? Do you have a
better mousetrap in mind, or know how
to automate a step in instant delivery, or
understand the way we can break down
a barrier that hinders space tourism or
domestic inoculation or high-speed travel
to Sydney or Melbourne at a low cost?
We’re looking for you, friend.

What if?...

Book a chat with the team at
cbrin.com.au/book and let us help
you propagate your passion.
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CIT STUDENT SUCCESS : CITIZEN KAY

Former CIT student Kojo Owusu-Ansah is a Ghanaian-born
producer, mix engineer, rapper and musician. Under his artist
name Citizen Kay, he has toured with heavy hitters like Ice Cube,
Run The Jewels, Public Enemy, Seth Sentry and Tkay Maidza – all
while racking up 2 ARIA nominations. In addition, he owns and
runs his own studio in Canberra where he records, produces, and
mixes music for both local and international talent.

EXCITE 15

WHAT FIRST GOT YOU INTERESTED IN MUSIC
AND SOUND PRODUCTION?
Music has been part of my life for as long
as I can remember; Mum is a choir leader
at her church and Dad simply loves and
has the utmost respect for musicians and
their artform. What lead me to wanting
to create my own music came about on
my 12th birthday when a friend got me
a Red Hot Chili Peppers CD! That paved
the way to wanting to learn guitar and
the rest fell into place. Sound production
kind of came with the territory of wanting
to make my own music. Eventually, it was
my Dad who planted the seed for me to
learn more about production/mixing (“to
help me understand more as an artist”)
and I ended up loving it!

16 EXCITE

TELL US ABOUT YOUR STUDIO, THE HIVE.
HOW DID IT START? WHAT IS THE VISION
FOR ITS FUTURE?
Basically, the dream for most of us
creatives is to be able to live and sustain
from our art … In addition to that, for
me, it was also to provide as much value
to my peers as I could. Starting a space
where I could work on music with other
creatives (primarily as a mixing engineer
and producer) was a dream that formed
into being (it was in plan-mode for way
too long). The vision has always been
for it to form into a team; one that can
run with or without me and can service
anything music or audio related at a
high quality.

HOW DO YOU FEEL YOUR TIME AT CIT
INFLUENCED YOUR CAREER CHOICES?
CIT was for sure a gateway into being
full-time music! Getting the insight into
how things worked, and how to develop
as a producer and musician, set the
foundations for a lot of what I do now
… although there’s probably times I wish
I’d paid more attention – especially in the
copyright and music theory classes.

DO YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE FOR CBR
CREATIVES GETTING INTO THE INDUSTRY?
Do it, buddy. Get out of ‘plan-mode’. I
think the biggest thing I’ve learned from
an entrepreneurial perspective is that
everyone is pretty much winging it …
Don’t get me wrong, it’s not all rainbows
in the beginning ... or in the middle –
especially if you wanna buy ... well ...
food and other nice things, but I strongly
believe it pays off with consistency and a
vague plan.

HOW DO YOU BALANCE BEING AN ARTIST
AND A MIX ENGINEER?
Reeeeal badly. The ‘balance’ so far has
been to focus on one side for a period of
time 80/20 and then swap back. This is a
big part of why building this into a team
is so important.

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE A CAREER
HIGHLIGHT SO FAR?
To be honest, just being able to live so far
while doing what I enjoy full time is an
everyday win.

WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY WORKING ON?
I’ve recently had the opportunity to
work on doing sound design/foley
work for an immersive virtual reality
series called Prison X – it premiered
at Sundance Festival this year (2021).
Because it’s a game – it’s pretty much
ongoing as it always needs updates and
improvements – it’s a big time learning
curve and an amazing challenge that I’ve
enjoyed being a part of.

@thecitizenkay
citizenkaytm
www.citizenkay.com
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IKEA HACKS : QUICK FIXES TO TAKE DIY
TO THE NEXT LEVEL BY TAYLAH CUNNINGHAM
Being a student means late nights, countless coffees and always looking for ways
to save money. This can be particularly difficult when it comes to shopping around
for furniture. If you don’t want to splurge on new furniture, but equally aren’t a fan of
budget-friendly pieces that will result in you having a carbon copy of your friends’ living
room, bedroom or home office, then keep reading to see how you can easily transform
simple Ikea pieces into unique and expensive-looking features.
DRAWER KNOBS/ PULLS: One of the
easiest upgrades you can make? Get
rid of all the original knobs. The Ikea
stock ones are boring, and when you
realise how easy it is to upgrade them
(and how much it elevates the look
of the furniture), you’ll wonder why
you’ve waited so long.
LOOK FOR SOLID WOOD: The natural
solid wood items from Ikea (usually
made from pine) are the easiest to
customise. A quick sand and clean to
remove dust and you are ready to add
whatever paint colour, varnish or wax
your heart desires. If you only want
a small amount of paint than look at
purchasing a sample sized paint pot at
bunnings. (They cost about $10).
WOOD DOWELS: Add an unexpected
textural element to your dresser or
bedside table by using glue-on wooden
dowels. This improvement idea is a bit
more involved than the other DIYs – it
requires cutting and gluing wooden
dowels (look online for a step-by-step
tutorial) but the end result is worth it.

WALLPAPER PANELS: “Wallpaper” and
“sophistication” are not words you
would traditionally pair together
when it comes to interior decorating.
However, today’s wallpaper is anything
but the tacky florals once found in
your Grandma’s kitchen.
Convert a boring chest of drawers
by covering them with the wallpaper
of your choice. Begin by painting the
sides and top of the chest of drawers
with a paint.
Next, remove the drawer handles and
cut your chosen wallpaper to fit flush
to the edges of each drawer front. Use
a wallpaper paste to stick the wallpaper
onto the drawers. Finish it off by
adding some new knobs. Check out
Bunnings for a great affordable range
of wallpapers.
Regardless of your skill level or eye for
design, adding personality to an otherwise
boring Ikea furniture item is a great way
spice up your living situation without
blowing the budget.
Taylah is a CIT Interior Design Student. Find her
on Insta for all things aesthetically pleasing.
@tayl.ah
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BEFORE

DITCH THE KNOBS!

AFTER

CLASSY WALLPAPER –
IT EXISTS! IT’S A THING!

DOWEL – SO MUCH
BETTER THAN KNOBS

BACKGGROUND TEXTURE BY ANETE LUSINA FROM PEXELS // DRAWER ILLUSTRATIONS BY TAYLAH CUNNINGHAM

CHOOSE SOLID WOOD
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ENGLISH CONVERSATIONS
EVERY THURSDAY (EXCEPT SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS)
REID
2:30 – 3:30
LIBRARY
20 EXCITE

BRUCE
1:30 – 2:30
CAFÉ YALA

ENGLISH CONVERSATIONS GROUP
– HELPING BUILD CONNECTIONS
& SHARE LEARNING!
BY PASCAL TARDZENYUY, STUDENT ASSISTANCE OFFICER, CITSA
For international students, studying at CIT is about more than just receiving a
qualification. It is also about discovering a new language, a new culture, and making
new friends. CITSA English Conversations is a forum that brings students who are
of non-English speaking background together with English native speakers, to create
connections and share learning. This helps students who do not speak English as a first
language to develop and improve their spoken English, as well as make new friends who
are both local and international. It is a space for sharing the tricks and the quirks of
speaking English, as well as living and making friends in Canberra.
CITSA works with the support of the
English department and the Library
to help non-English speaking students
– particularly international students
– to develop skills in spoken English;
write CVs; and to feel comfortable and
confident with social interactions in their
new language.

Before I attended the session, I could not
speak English well enough because I did
not have confidence. After this session,
I have confidence in speaking English so
that I can talk with other students
in English. Thanks to CITSA, Cathy
and other students” – Rachel Park,
accounting student.

Here is some of the feedback we had from
the Library staff and one of our group
members about English Conversations:

CITSA wants to use this opportunity
to thank everyone who participated
in 2020: both staff and students. In
2021 our vision is to continue with
this amazing forum to help students
develop more English language skills
and feel comfortable when speaking. In
2020 CITSA started the first English
Conversations group at CIT Bruce and
it was a great success. We had an average
of 8 students at Reid and 7 students at
Bruce. In 2021, we hope to be able to
expand these services to CIT Gungahlin

“English conversation group is a great
place to meet new people, talk, listen and
have some fun. I like to go along because
I come from a family who learnt English
as a second language, and I had to learn
a lot of new language skills to complete
my studies – and I love to talk! As a
librarian, I can help students one-on-one
with study skills help too, outside of the
conversation group”. – Kath Freihaut,
Liaison Librarian, CIT Library Reid.
“I think the session is extremely helpful
for students who are not native speakers.

Happy New Year to you all! We are
looking forward to seeing all of you for
our English Conversations group.
EXCITE 21

STUDENT PERSPECTIVES : SENGSULY PHIMMASONE (SENG)

THANK YOU, CIT!
G’ day
My name is Sengsuly PHIMMASONE,
or you can call me Seng. I’m an
international student. Currently, I’m
doing my last term of Diploma of
Community Service at CIT Bruce.
My educational goal is nearly there.
Today, I would like to share my
experience and feelings as an international
student with disability in CIT. As
people with disability we have to
face environmental, institutional and
attitudinal barriers that prevent us from
our human rights. However, what I have
seen as an international student with
disability in CIT [shows me] that these
barriers are removed out. CIT provides
accessible facilities including toilets, lifts,
ramps and car park. Everything is very
accessible for people with disabilities.
Additionally, CIT has many services
units such as: the International Support
Unit, Disability Support Unit, and
Canberra Institute of Technology Student
Association (CITSA) to support all
students with disabilities. Whenever I
have a problem, they are happy to help
me and they are so supportive. Vitally, all
curriculum in CIT are inclusive for all.
As an international student with
disability, I feel that CIT is the best
school for student with disabilities
around the world who wish to develop
their knowledge and skills. I know my
valuable time in CIT is nearly finished.
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It is time to leave this wonderful country.
I have to go back to my home country
when I have completed my education.
However, I will keep contributing to
CIT as an Australian alumni. I will
support and encourage students in my
home country to come and study in CIT
and experience the wonderful life in
Australia. Additionally, I will share my
great experience in this country whenever
participate in educational workshops.
Importantly, all knowledge and skills
that I gained from CIT will be applied
effectively and efficiently to contribute to
the development of the country in
the future.
I know that it is very tough time for our
world due to the Covid-19 pandemic
outbreak. This includes all educational
institutions. However, all CIT teachers
never give up and do their best in
delivering their knowledge and abilities
to their pupils. Consequently, on behalf
of all CIT international students in the
year of 2020, I would like to show our
gratitude and thank the teachers who
deliver precious knowledge and skills to
us. Thank all units at CIT for providing
support for us with empathy. Your
kindness will be in our memory forever.
In this coming Christmas and New Year
Eve, we wish you to be healthy, happy
and successful in your life and work.
Again, thank you.

“ CIT TEACHERS

NEVER GIVE UP

AND DO THEIR BEST IN DELIVERING

THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND
“

ABILITIES TO THEIR PUPILS.
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YURAUNA HIGHLIGHTS

YURAUNA ON HARMONY DAY!
To help celebrate Harmony Day at CIT, the Yurauna Centre painted the Indigenous and Torres
Strait Islander Map of Australia. This map is a representation of all the language, tribal or nation
groups of Indigenous peoples of Australia. Attendees on the day were encouraged to paint their
hand and place their handprint on the canvas. The canvas will be on display. For more information
please contact the Yurauna Centre.

YURAUNA ART STUDENTS PAINTING THE
INDIGENOUS AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER
MAP OF AUSTRALIA
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ALL WERE WELCOME TO PLACE THEIR
PAINTED HANDPRINT ON THE CANVAS

EXTRA INFORMATION ABOUT THE
INDIGENOUS AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER
MAP OF AUSTRALIA
EXCITE 25

BRETT ENGLISH film noir, photography, 2020

CIT STUDENT ARTWORKS
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TAYLAH CUNNINGHAM house design, AutoCAD/Photoshop, 2020
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SIVA untitled, photography, 2020

Do you have a favourite teacher?
Someone who inspires you?
Voting is open for the
2021 Teacher of the Year Awards

VOTE NOW
PROUDLY SPONSORED BY

www.citsa.com.au/teacher-of-the-year

He makes
me want
to be the
best person
I can be.

HORROR-SCOPES*

APRIL 20 – MAY 20

MAY 21 – JUNE 20

JUNE 21 – JULY 22

Have you decided yet? About
that thing that you’ve been
mulling over for the last few
days, weeks, months? Come
on, Taurus. You usually stick
your feet in the ground, with
strong legs, steadfast. But hey,
the ground is getting harder
as we head to those harsh
Winter months. If you keep
digging in those heels, you’ll be
stuck until Spring. Flip a coin.
Decide already!

Ok. Take this how you like,
but Donald Trump is a
Gemini. But so was Marilyn
Monroe. And Kanye West
is in the mix too. I guess the
thing they have in common
is that they are shiny and out
there. Sure, they ruffle a few
feathers and flirt with the very
definition of megalomania.
Now is the time for you to
take stock and use your powers
for good.

The world is your oyster in
the coming weeks. Seriously,
you cannot put a foot wrong.
You’ll be saying all the right
things, you’ll be feeling the
love. Make sure you spread it
around, because we can’t all be
Cancerians. If you see a poor
wandering Gemini, give them
a hug. Buy a coffee for your
Scorp friend because they’re
trying their hardest.

JULY 23 – AUGUST 22

AUGUST 23 – SEPT 22

SEPT 23 – OCT 22

Hey Leo. You’ve got a lot of
balls in the air. Too many. So
many that you can’t even see
the air, but you know it’s there
because you’re still breathing
somehow. It’s time for you to
consider whether you need
to keep up this juggling act,
and perhaps think about why
you’re juggling at all. Did you
sign up for this circus? If so,
that’s fine. But all good jugglers
need a rest, and so do those
ever rotating balls.

You know everything is chaos,
there is no reason for anything,
and it’s a miracle we get out
of bed every day to do it all
again. BUT. In these coming
weeks Virgos, you have the
golden ticket. This hot mess
that we call life will make sense
to you. You’re going to see
things much more clearly than
anyone else. Keep your eyes
open for patterns, buy a lottery
ticket and if you win, don’t be
a Scrooge – share the love!

If something is broken, you’re
going to fix it. If you hear that
little, and sometimes loud,
voice in your head saying
things like “No! As if you can
do that thing!”, tell it to hush.
Stay the course this month,
Libra. You know what’s what,
and you know what you need
to feel balanced.
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NOV 22 – DEC 21

DEC 22 – JAN 19

So Sagg. Or Sadge? You have
been itching to do something...
different. Crochet, macrame,
karate ... something that has
bitten your brain in the night
and you’ve woken up with an
itch in your mind box. Now
is the time. Get started! Paint
that picture and enter the
Archibald. Make bagels! Read
War and Peace. The future
called and said the time is now.

You’re gonna flow, like
a mighty river. There is
momentum to a project that
cannot be stopped – not by
your procrastination, not by
others who just don’t get it.
Now, like all waterways, there
might be some junk collected
on the shoreline. So have
a Clean Up Australia Day
on your psyche and let that
energy swirl and wash over and
through you.

JAN 20 – FEB 18
I think you’re bored. Are you
looking for something? Well,
I will tell you something for
free. It’s almost Winter, the
year is not as shiny as it was.
But don’t get bored. It’s your
job to notice the small things
that bring delight but cannot
be owned. The sun warming
a patch on your back, the way
some clouds move to join up
with other clouds and then
become separate clouds again.
Sure, some people will think
you’ve lost it. But no – you’ve
found it, Aquarius!

FEB 19 – MARCH 20
Once I lived opposite a
primary school. One Easter
break, they forgot to turn
off the school bell system, so
throughout the day the bell
would sound for recess and
lunch and then home time.
You’re sort of like that bell at
the moment. You’re wasting
energy trying to help people,
but they can help themselves.
Use this time to focus on
your own day to day routines
because people will eat when
they are hungry and go home
at the end of the day.

MARCH 21 – APRIL 19
Most of the time we just go
along with things because that’s
what everyone else is doing.
And this is most often fine and
harmless. BUT. It can be bad
if you’re hiding your true self.
Are you? Is there something
you want, or need to say? Now
is the time for you to gather
the courage around you like a
dooner on the coldest night.
Shine, baby! Shine!

* FOR READING AMUSEMENT ONLY. NOT ACTUAL LIFE ADVICE. BECAUSE HOROSCOPES.

OCT 23 – NOV 21
Scorps have a bad wrap. You
call things as you see them.
You have a huge sting in your
tail. You can’t help it. But now
is the time for you to observe
quietly, keep notes for later
revenge plots (it’s best served
cold, as you well know), and
do your best to be very, very
good.
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STUDENT FOCUS : CIT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT STUDENTS
THE CIT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT STUDENTS COLLABORATED WITH WODEN COMMUNITY
SERVICE TO HIGHLIGHT ISSUES WITHIN OUR COMMUNITY DURING ANTI-POVERTY WEEK.
BELOW ARE SOME OF THEIR REFLECTIONS OF WORKING WITH WODEN COMMUNITY SERVICE,
CIT AND THE COMMUNITY.

“I wanted to share what homeless
people were feeling, and what they
needed. It was a very good experience
to be able to get close to homeless
people and talk with them.”
CHAOZI CHEN

“I found it interesting learning about
the causes of homelessness and the
impact it has on people. Poverty and
homelessness are closely related and there
are many reasons someone may become
homeless. Helping people experiencing
homelessness realise that they are not
alone and there is hope, is what my
friends and I hoped to achieve.”
IFEOMA OBILO
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“Some people just get stuck and find it hard
to get out of poverty. It’s a vicious cycle. One
participant in had a great impact on me.
She was a teenager when she first became
homeless and was then homeless for much of
her youth. She thought that once she got a
job, she would be able to have enough money
to get out of her situation, but that didn’t
happen. Homelessness is not a choice, we
need more help from our community and the
government. It is a basic human right to have
a safe place to call home and have food on
the table.”
ASHLEIGH GILBERT
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“Everyone deserves a meaningful
life. Hearing these experiences
from homeless people made me
realise that we must value our life
more than anything else in this
world. Is it such a privilege for me
as an international student to be
part of this project as I am able to
see how people from this country
are being supported, especially in
this time of pandemic.”
AGNES ASIS

citsaprint
supporting education

A PRINT SERVICE
JUST FOR YOU!
SEE CITSA.COM.AU FOR MORE DETAILS
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